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(Continued from issue #272)  
The Buddha said to Ananda, “All these bhik-
shus  who  just  followed  me  to  the  city  of 
Shravasti to beg in sequence for food have re-
turned to the Jeta Grove and are rolling their 
food into balls as they eat. I have already fin-
ished eating, but consider the bhikshus: when 
one person eats, does everyone get full?” 
 
          Ananda thought that his mind was located 
outside so he used the light of a lamp as an anal-
ogy.  The  Buddha  will  surely  recognize  his 
achievement.  He felt certain that the Buddha 
would agree that the mind is outside! Who would 
have suspected that the Buddha wouldn’t even 
consider the proposal? 
 
The Buddha said to Ananda, “All these bhik-
shus  who  just  followed  me  to  the  city  of 
Shravasti to beg in sequence for food have re-
turned to the Jeta Grove and are rolling their 
food into balls as they eat.” They begged from 
house to house and then returned to the grove of 
trees donated by Prince Jeta. In India they ate by 
picking up pieces of food in their hands and rolling 
them into balls, and this is how the Buddha and his 
disciples ate. In present-day Myanmar, bowls are 
used, but those who have left the home-life still eat 
their vegetables and rice with their right hand, 
without using a spoon or chopsticks. They take a 
piece of food in their hand and roll it over and 
over. Then they eat it. Eating this way is very ap-
petizing to them, though whether it is ultimately 
very appetizing I don’t know, since I’ve never 
tried it. When the Buddha returned from his round 
of begging for food, he also used his hand to pick 
up the food and eat without using chopsticks or 
spoons. 

The 
Shurangama  

Sutra  
 

A Simple Explanation by  
Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 
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“I have already finished eating, but 
consider the bhikshus: when one per-
son eats, does everyone get full?” I 
have eaten my fill, but take a look at the 
assembly: some bhikshus have not fin-
ished eating. Now if just one person 
eats, can the rest get full? If there is any 
doubt about this principle, we can try it 
out ourselves tomorrow. Just serve me 
food, and all of you can look on while I 
eat, and you can see if you get full. That 
will prove the principle found in the 
Sutra! 
 
Ananda answered, “No, World Hon-
ored One. Why? These bhikshus are 
Arhats, but their individual lives dif-
fer. How could one person’s eating 
cause everyone to be full?” 
 
Ananda answered, “No, World Hon-
ored One. Why?”Having answered in 
the  negative,  Ananda was  afraid  the 
Buddha might not understand, so he 
proceeded to give the Buddha additional 
commentary. “Why do I say they can’t 
get full? These bhikshus are Arhats, 
but their individual lives differ. Al-
though they have become enlightened 
and they all have spiritual penetrations, 
their bodies are still not the same. Their 
appearances, their faces, are all differ-
ent. If they were all one, then when one 
ate, all would get full, but they are not 
one; each has his own individual life. So 
how could one person’s eating cause 
everyone to be full? Therefore, I say 
there is no such principle.” 
 
The Buddha told Ananda, “If your 
mind which understands, knows, sees 
and is aware were actually outside 
your  body,  your  body  and  mind 
would  be  mutually  exclusive  and 
would have no relationship to one 
another. The body would be unaware 
of what the mind perceives, and the 
mind would not perceive the aware-
ness within the body. 
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The Buddha told Ananda: Shakyamuni Bud-
dha, having heard Ananda’s reply that when one 
eats, it cannot cause everyone to be full, then told 
him, “If your mind which understands, knows, 
sees and is aware were actually outside your 
body, your body and mind would be mutually 
exclusive and would have no relationship to 
one another.” If the mind which has awareness, 
which can calculate, which can discriminate, and 
which has knowledge and views were outside the 
body, then there would be no connection between 
the two. They’d have parted ways; they wouldn’t 
reside together. Your body would be your body; 
your mind would be your mind, and your mind 
would be apart from your body. “You pay no 
attention to my business,” they’d say, “and I 
won’t pay attention to yours.” 
 
The body would be unaware of what the mind 
perceives, and the mind would not perceive 
the  awareness  within  the  body.  The  body 
would not be aware of the mind or influenced by 
it, and if your awareness was within the body, the 
mind wouldn’t know about it. Your body and 
mind are being apart and separated. 
 
“Now as I show you my tula-cotton hand, does 
your mind distinguish it when your eyes see 
it?” 
Ananda answered, “So it is, World Honored 
One.” 
The Buddha told Ananda, “If the mind and 
eyes create a common perception, how then 
can the mind be outside? 
 
         The Buddha told Ananda, “Now as I show 
you my tula-cotton hand, does your mind dis-
tinguish it when your eyes see it? The Buddha’s 
hands are extremely soft and supple, like cotton. 
When your eyes see it, does your mind make a 
distinction  that  my  hand  is  a  tula-cotton 
hand?”Ananda answered,  “So it  is,  World 
Honored One. Yes. My eyes see it and my mind 
distinguishes it. Your principle is correct, World 
Honored One! ‘So it is’ means it’s correct. 
 
The Buddha told Ananda, “If the mind and 
eyes create a common perception, how then 
can the mind be outside?” If your mind knows 
what your eyes see, how can you say that your 
mind is outside your body? Note that the Buddha 
does not say that the mind is inside. It has already 
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been made clear that saying the mind is inside 
is also a mistake. Now Ananda claims that the 
mind is located outside, however the Buddha 
said that too is incorrect. If it were outside, how 
could it perceive what the eyes see? 
 
“Therefore you should know you state the 
impossible  when you say  that  the  mind 
which knows, understands, and is aware is 
outside the body.” 
 
         Since Ananda’s argument that the mind is 
inside the body did not hold up, he changed his 
revelation to say that the mind is outside the 
body. The World Honored One has used all 
kinds of analogies to instruct him, but unfortu-
nately Ananda only knows how to analyze the 
Buddhadharma  by  means  of  his  conscious 
mind, which is subject to production and ex-
tinction. He does not perceive the pure nature 
and bright substance of the everlasting true 
mind. The Buddha told Ananda, “Now as I 
show you my tula-cotton hand, does your mind 
distinguish it when your eyes see it? Ananda 
answered, “Yes. My eyes see it and think ‘Ah,’ 
it says, ‘the Buddha’s tula-cotton hand is the 
very finest. This is one of the thirty-two hall-
marks of the Tathagata.’ My mind distinguishes 
it. So it is, World Honored One. My mind 
makes a discrimination of fondness.”The Bud-
dha told Ananda, “If your mind knows what 
your eyes see, if the mind and eyes create a 
common perception, then the mind cannot be 
outside. How can you say that your mind is 
outside your body? ”What reason do you have 
to say that? Speak up quickly! So the Buddha 
once again gives Ananda his critique: this is 
wrong! 
 
“Therefore you should know you state the 
impossible  when you say  that  the  mind 
which knows, understands and is aware, is 
outside the body. You were wrong,” the Bud-
dha says. The mind which calculates and un-
derstands is not outside your body. Do you 
understand? You have made a mistake. 
 
With regard to tula-cotton hand, now I will 
relate  a  point  of physiognomy.  If  you rub 
someone’s hand and find it to be as soft as cot-
ton, that person has a promising future and will 
eventually be honorable. As the saying goes, 
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‘hands soft as cotton, wealth and honor 
prevail’. Ordinary people’s hands are very 
stiff. I know my hands, for example, are as 
stiff as a board, not soft like cotton. How-
ever, soft hands do not necessarily indicate 
a great future. The countenance is equally 
important in this matter. Are the features 
heroic? Is the person’s appearance power-
ful? As for men, I have met only two whose 
hands were extremely soft. However, dur-
ing the time I knew them neither one of 
them displayed signs of greatness. Their 
appearances  didn’t  match  up.  Generally 
speaking, when one has soft hands, this is 
still a noble characteristic. 
 
Editor’s Note: The following is an excerpt of the 
‘Driving Force of Subjective Wisdom’ seminar on 
July 4, 1998. 
 
‘The  Seven  Locations  of  Inquiring  the 
Mind’  broke  Ananda’s  attachment.  Not 
only did it break Ananda’s attachment, it 
also  broke  everyone  else’s  attachment. 
When we look at this section of the sutra 
text, we should also reflect our light to look 
within ourselves; think about this: Where is 
the mind that each one of us can understand, 
know of and be aware?  Where is it located? 
If you can recognize this mind, then you can 
understand the Buddhadharma; if you don’t 
understand this mind, then you still have not 
understand the Buddhadharma. 
 
End of the ‘Driving Force of Subjective Wisdom’ 
seminar 
 

(To be continued ...) 
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(Continued from issue #272)  
 

         In America, there are many very good systems 
in place, especially in the field of education. The 
proliferation of education in America is well-done, 
much better than other nations. Education is wide-
spread and flourishing in America, making it an 
example for the world. In addition to education, it 
would be even better if each person can learn to be 
filial to his/her parents, as stated here:  
 

A superior person tends to the fundamentals.  
When the fundamentals are established,  

the Way comes forth. 
Aren’t filial piety and fraternity  

the basis to being humane?  
 
A superior person needs to look for the fundamen-
tals. Then, being able to stand firm on the funda-
mentals, the Way will come forth. 
 
         What are the fundamentals? Filial piety and 
fraternity are the fundamentals. Everyone should 
be filial toward one’s parents. Everyone should 
regard siblings with fraternity and courtesy, i.e. no 
fighting. If everyone in America can ascertain his 
fundamentals and practice filial piety, this country 
will definitely be even better. Why is that the case? 
People who are filial to their parents do not do any-
thing contrary to the law; they abide by the law. 
Being law-abiding, they are good citizens of the 
country. As good citizens of the country, they also 
serve as good citizens of the whole world, leading 
all of humanity onto the right track.  
 
         Hence, the first order of business for everyone 
is to be filial to his/her parents. Otherwise, what is 
the point of parents to have children? After giving 

Sutra of the Past Vows of Earth 
Store [Ksitigarbha] Bodhisattva 

 
A Simple Explanation by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 

at Buddhist Lecture Hall in San Francisco, on June 13, 1971  
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birth to them, parents have to take care of 
them.  When the children turn 18 years old, 
they take off, leaving their aging parents be-
hind without any regard. Sure, the parents 
can move into retirement homes and the 
government will support them, but there is no 
kindred affection, so to speak. Left on their 
own, they feel very lonely and with no one to 
rely on. It would be best if children can 
practice filial devotion and take care of their 
aged parents, providing them support and 
peace of mind. When grown children aban-
don their parents, they are just like birds who 
leave their nest, taking off to who-knows-
where.  
 
A Chinese saying goes:  

The lamb kneels to nurse;  
the crow returns to feed its parents. 

 
         When a young crow grows up, it finds 
food for its parents, and nourishes them until 
the  old  crows  are  strong  enough  to  fly 
again—only then will the young crow's du-
ties end. For this reason, the Chinese people 
call the crow "the filial bird." When a suck-
ling lamb takes milk from its mom, it kneels 
down on its forelegs. Humans who fail to be 
filial to their parents do not even measure up 
to lambs or crows—that is not intended as a 
put-down, but rather a principle that every-
one should be aware of. It is especially effi-
cacious when people are filial to their par-
ents. How is that so?  
 
         In China, there is a parable of ‘Guoju 
Burying His Baby’. Guoju was a very poor 
man—the poorest of the poor. He had an old 
mother. Then, his wife delivered a baby. Due 
to old age, his mother had lost all her teeth 
and could not eat any solid food. So she 
would take the milk of her daughter-in-law—
that is, until the baby came along. Now with 
two mouths to feed, there was not enough 
milk, and both grandma and baby were still 
hungry.  
 
         Guoju started thinking on how to re-
solve this dilemma. If the milk were to go to 
grandma, the baby would starve to death; if 
the milk were to go to baby, grandma would 
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starve to death. Since Guoju was most filial, 
he had a discussion with his wife, “Mother 
is very old and her days are numbered. 
Since we are still young, we can have many 
more children in the future.  Can we dispose 
of the baby now in order to keep mom 
alive?” Although it was tough for his wife 
to give up the baby – in order to fulfill their 
filial duties, she bore the pain and agreed, 
“Ok. We can do that.” 
 
          After  their  discussion,  the  couple 
prepared to bury their baby on the outskirts 
of town. What had been their living treas-
ure,  they were now going to bury.  No 
sooner had they started digging when they 
hit the pot of gold and silver –a huge trove 
of gold and silver ingots, all inscribed with 
the  words‘  Heaven's  Gift  to  Filial  Son 
Guoju’! The reason they were going to bury 
the baby was because of extreme poverty. 
Now with lots of gold and silver, they did 
not have to bury the baby. Everyone in 
China knows of this parable. Hence, many 
people in China willingly practice filial 
piety, not out of greed for riches but rather 
because they recognize the importance of 
filial piety.  
 
V. Its Transmission and Translators 
         Fifth, the Translators. According to 
some editions, a Chinese Tripitaka Master, 
Dharma Master Fa Deng (Dharma Lamp), 
of the late Chen Dynasty in China, trans-
lated the Earth Store Sutra. Some other 
editions  list  the  translator  as  follows: 
Translated by Tripitaka Master Shramana 
Shikshananda of Udyana during the Tang 
Dynasty.  
 
          During the Tang Dynasty, there was 
a kingdom named Udyana, which is cur-
rently along the borders of China's Yunnan 
Province. The name ‘Udyana’ had a mythi-
cal origin. Legend has it that the kingdom’s 
former name was ‘Beyond Recall’. Its em-
peror was heirless and prayed to a deity of a 
local temple for a son. Out came a baby boy 
from the forehead of the deity's image. Isn't 
that incredible? However, this baby boy 
refused to drink either human milk or cow's 
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milk. Then, from the earth sprung an udder-
like form, and the baby boy would nurse on 
the milk produced from it. That was how the 
country got the name Udyana, a Sanskrit term 
for ‘Earth Milk’— hence, the name "Earth 
Milk Kingdom."  
 
         A Tripitaka Shramana hailed from Earth 
Milk Kingdom. ‘Shramana’ is a Sanskrit term. 
It is transliterated into Chinese as  sha(沙)men

(門). Literally in the Chinese language, sha

(沙)is  sand,  and  men(門)is  door.  Some 
Dharma Masters poorly versed in the lecturing 
of Sutras would explain it like this, "Sand, 
river sand; sand door, a door made of river 
sand, and this monk goes in and out of that 
door, thus shamen, 'sand door' ".That is wrong. 
"Shramana," means:  
 

Diligently cultivating precepts,  
samadhi and wisdom;  

Putting an end to greed,  
hatred and ignorance. 

 
         The phrase holds the same meaning for 
"shamen".  Diligently  cultivating  precepts, 
samadhi and wisdom means not being lazy. 
Do not think getting more sleep does you 
good. It might feel natural for your physical 
body to sleep more, but it is unnatural for your 
Dharma-body.  So,  diligently  cultivate  pre-
cepts, Samadhi and wisdom, and put an end to 
greed, hatred and ignorance. "Shikshananda," 
also Sanskrit, translated into Chinese means 
"Study with Delight."  This  Shramana was 
never lazy and was most delighted in learning 
the Buddhadharma — learning the Shuran-
gama Mantra, the Great Compassion Mantra, 
and all the areas of Buddhist studies. It gave 
him great joy – hence, his name Shikshananda.  
 
         Translated: To translate is to render the 
Sanskrit texts into Chinese. It refers to an ex-
change—exchanging  the  identical  texts  in 
Sanskrit for Chinese. The Chinese character 
for "to translate" is yi (譯). During the Zhou 
Dynasty in China, an official was assigned to 
oversee languages used in the four directions 
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of the land. The official assigned in the 
north was called "yi,"(譯), and this word 
has since been used to mean "to translate."  
 
VI. Discerning and Explaining the 
Meaning of the Text 
 
Sixth,  Discerning  and  Explaining  the 
Meaning of the Text. To discern is to dis-
tinguish, and to explain is to elucidate. 
"Meaning of the Text" refers to meaning of 
the Sutra text proper.  
 

Spiritual Penetrations in the Palace  
of the Trayastrimsha Heaven 

 
         This is the start of the sutra text. 
“Trayastrimsha Heaven” is Sanskrit  for 
Heaven of Thirty-Three. Heaven of Thirty-
Three is not counted from the bottom, 1st 
level, going upwards in succession, i.e. 2nd 
level, 3rd level, etc. This is not the 33rd 
level of heaven from the bottom up. It is in 
the center, surrounded by eight heavens in 
the east, eight heavens in the west, eight 
heavens in the south, and eight heavens in 
the north. Four times of eight makes 32. 
Thirty-two heavens dispersed along the 
four sides of the centrally located 33rd 
heaven, resulting in this heaven called the 
Heaven of Thirty-Three. The Lord of the 
Heaven of Thirty-Three is Shakra. Shakra 
is a god. In Buddhism, he is a Dharma 
protector.   
 
          ‘Lord Indra’ in the Amitabha Sutra 
refers to Shakra the god. “Na mo yin tuo la 
ye” in the Shurangama Mantra also refers 
to Shakra the god. Though a heavenly lord, 
he is merely a Dharma protector in Bud-
dhism. He cannot preside over. He does not 
even have a seat; he stands by the door. 
People know this heavenly lord as the om-
nipotent God.   
 
          Right, he is omnipotent; he can gov-
ern matters in the heavens and in the hu-
man realm. However, he is not too different 
from human beings because he still has 
desires for sex, food and sleep. His desires 
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are lighter, though, unlike the heavy desires 
of humans. Going without food for a few 
days, humans are extremely hungry; with-
out sex for a few days, very uncomfortable; 
without sleep for a few days, very lethargic. 
Lord Shakra, however, can go without food 
for 100 days, 200 days, 300 days, or even a 
year without any problem; he can go with-
out sleep or sex for a year without any 
problem. Nevertheless, he has not severed 
his desires.  
 
        Beings in the Trayastrimsha Heaven 
live for 1000 years, of which one day and 
one night is equivalent to 100 human years. 
Think about it, how much longer is his 
1000 years in human years? The Trayas-
trimsha Heaven is 80,000 yojanas in ex-
panse;  just  the  city  mote  alone  spans 
60,000 yojanas. The city walls are con-
structed with the seven gems. The city of 
the Trayastrimsha god is called the ‘City of 
Fine Views’. His palace is built with the 
most valuable gems. This is why he refuses 
to leave after being reborn there as the 
heavenly lord. All the structures around are 
constructed with gems. No wonder he can-
not sever his desires.  
 
        Dwelling in such a beautiful place, in 
a beautiful palace, he thinks he is contented 
and he can peacefully enjoy his heavenly 
blessings there. Considering the place as 
most delightful, he tells all beings to come 
to his heavenly kingdom. He welcomes 
anyone who wants to come to his world, a 
joyous world. He thinks he is being gener-
ous that way.  Nevertheless, he does not 
realize that he cannot end his own birth-and
-death because of his greed for such happi-
ness.   
              

(To be continued ...) 
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If you don't recognize proper Dharma,  

then you'll follow deviant dharma.  
 
         People who are learning Buddhadharma must 
have the Dharma-selecting Eye so they can recognize 
the different types of dharma such as: right dharmas 
and wrong dharmas, black dharmas and white dharmas, 
good dharmas and bad dharmas. Be sure not to take 
what is right as wrong and what is wrong as right; or, 
black as white, and white as black; or, good as bad, and 
bad as good--that's all upside-down. If you want to 
recognize these dharmas, you must certainly have the 
Dharma-selecting Eye. 
 
         First, you must not have the mark of self. If you 
have the mark of self, all kinds of obstacles will arise, 
and you will have no wisdom. Once there is a mark of 
self, selfish thoughts arise, followed by thoughts of 
benefiting the self and thoughts of seeking and greed. 
Then, when you cannot get what you seek and crave, 
contentious thoughts arise, and you will fight with oth-
ers to vie for superiority. If you can be without the mark 
of self, then what is the ‘self’? Who am I?  Ponder and 
investigate upon the motif "Who is mindful of the Bud-
dha?" This motif "Who...?" is not meant to be recited. 
Simply reciting it is of no use. You must investigate 
upon it. Investigating is like drilling a hole. When you 
drill all the way through, then you will obtain thorough 
understanding. 
 

If for one moment you don't understand, 
For one moment you must investigate. 

If for every moment you don't understand, 
For every moment you must investigate. 

 
         Investigating is not guessing. You may guess, 
"Well, I'm mindful of the Buddha, you're mindful of the 
Buddha, and he's mindful of the Buddha.  So, who's 
mindful of the Buddha?".  You can keep guessing, but 
you won't get the answer. Instead, you must search for 
the "who." The word "who" is the Vajra King Jeweled 
Sword, the sword of wisdom. You must use the wisdom 
sword to cut through all idle thoughts, then wisdom will 
spontaneously appear.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

Chan Investigation Requires the Dharma-selecting Eye 
 

 Instructional talk given by Venerable Master Hua on the evening of December 4, 1982 at the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas  
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         If you don't understand the Dharma-door of investi-
gating Chan and you think the more you recite the better, 
just like reciting the Buddha's name, that's a mistake. You 
don't need to recite many times, but ideally you should 
stretch out the sound and keep it going for a few hours, or 
even for eighty-four thousand eons, without a break. Then 
you're really investigating Chan. Why do we need to inves-
tigate upon "Who is mindful of the Buddha?” The word 
"who" is basically superfluous, but we are like monkeys, 
always looking around for something to do. The word 
"who" can function as a shield to make those idle thoughts 
disappear. This Dharma-door uses poison to fight poison. 
To investigate Chan simply means to wipe clean diligently 
(the mirror of the mind). Only when we are free of all ran-
dom thoughts are we "diligently wiping it clean at all 
times." Why do we need to wipe clean diligently? So that 
there will not be any dust at all. This is the Dharma-door of 
"sweeping  away all  dharmas,  and  separating  from all 
marks.” If you don't have the Dharma-selecting Eye and 
you don't recognize true Dharma, then you won't know 
how to investigate. Not knowing how to investigate, then 
you are wasting your effort. If you don't recognize proper 
Dharma, then you'll follow deviant dharma. That is why 
the Dharma-selecting Eye is most important.   

(The End of the Article) 
(Continuing from page 15)  

         Since everybody has such a Bodhi resolve, we have to 
ensure that our bodhi resolve continues without interrup-
tion.  Whether left-home disciples or lay disciples, the 
Venerable Master treated all with impartiality.  He regarded 
them all with equal value.  He taught and transformed them 
all the same. He admonished all the same. He held high 
expectations from everyone just the same.  Our teacher was 
most  impartial  and  the  most  kind  and  compassion-
ate.  Therefore, as disciples of the Venerable Master or de-
scendants through his dharma lineage, we have to uphold 
the Venerable Master's spirit and energy. We should not let 
him down. We should have an unyielding moral character 
and apply diligence and vigor in our cultivation. Do not let 
the bodhi resolve perish even before it germinates.  Once the 
bodhi resolve has sprouted, we need to keep nourishing it 
and foster its growth.  Fostering and cultivating our good 
roots will always be the most important task in life.  If we 
disrupt our good roots, then we lose our lives.  We also lose 
our dharma body and wisdom life.  Periodic life continues 
incessantly.  Each periodic life is just like a tiny bubble in 
the vast sea of birth-and-death.  How can we turn back from 
confusion and return to enlightenment, disunite with the 
dust of defilements and unite with enlightenment?  That will 
depend on the strength of our unyielding moral character, 
and our aspiration and determination. 

(To be continued ...) 
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 (Continued from issue #272)  
         Originally, I plan to give all of you some words of 
encouragement.  I did not expect my tone to turn solemn 
and admonishing.  I came up the podium with a big ham-
mer and delivered a blow, and everyone became very 
quiet.  
 
         Dharma Master Gwei told me, "It's rare that you 
come back to Gold Wheel Monastery.  You should talk to 
everyone and keep up with how people are doing."  I re-
member when I first came to Gold Wheel Monastery, I 
was told by the dharma friends here that they felt very 
honored. I asked why.  They said, "Dharma Master, the 
assembly of cultivators here at Gold Wheel Monastery 
strictly follows rules and regulations."  We all know deep 
down in our hearts to follows rules and regulations.   I also 
remember back in 1991, I came to Los Angeles for the 
first time to bow the Jeweled Repentance of Emperor 
Liang.   At  that  time,  it  was  not  here  at  Gold 
Wheel Monastery, but at Long Beach Monastery.  Is that 
correct?  Someone in the audience just nodded in agree-
ment.  I remember the Venerable Master had his living 
quarters upstairs. The Venerable Master asked me to set 
up my living quarters upstairs and stay there as well.  
 
         At  that  time,  the  dharma  friends  from  Gold 
Wheel Monastery would cook and prepare vegetarian 
meals as an offering to the Buddha.  The chefs at that time 
included Guo Xian, Guo Si, and Guo Qing; they are all 
big chefs.  I am happy for them.  It has been some twenty 
odd years since then.  At this time, they are still very 
hands-on helping to prepare vegetarian meals, notably 
during  the  Jeweled  Repentance  of  Emperor  Liang 
Dharma  Session  and  our  annual  Honoring  Elders 
Day.  You all have to keep on cooking. After all these 
years, Guo Xian can now take a little break.  Although age 
is catching up with him, he is still vigorous.  His kitchen 
team consists of hardy men and some young volun-
teers.  When working in the kitchen, they exude their tiger
-like prowess. Therefore, we are savoring our delicious 
meal today with lingering flavors. 

(Continuation in Page 14)   

 

Misdeeds done by the mind brings calamitous retributions in the body  
 

Instructional Talk by Dharma Master  Heng  Shr  on November  26, 2016, 
during Lunch at Gold Wheel Sagely Monastery Emperor Liang’s Jeweled Repentance Dharma Assembly 
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2020 9 10    Schedule of Weekly Events –  September and October of 2020 

  

9/6 (                                           
 

 Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

9/13 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

9/20 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

9/27 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

10/4 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

10/11 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

10/18 (    Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

10/25 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

 
Always think of the day as if there is no tomorrow.  

Do not wait until there is no time and try to find time. 

Dharma Realm Buddhist Association 
Gold  Wheel  Sagely  Monastery 
235  North  Avenue  58, Los Angeles, CA 90042 
Telephone:  (323)  258-6668  ( www.goldwheel.org ) 


